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About This Game

In the jungles of the Underland, scattered remnants of an ancient culture speak of a great evil that dwells in the shadowy depths
of the Kwayerumoshi caves. But even the darkest secrets of this lost age are about to be revealed by the brave actions of three

unlikely heroes.

In the final chapter of The Journey Down, Bwana, Kito and Lina explore the vast reaches of the Underland and unravel its long-
forgotten history. Their adventure comes to a bombastic conclusion when they learn the true nature of the Great Asili tree and

the Armando Power Company.

The Journey Down is a classic point-and-click saga with an Afro-Caribbean vibe. Get ready to embark on an epic journey of
brain-teasing adventure!

Features

* A twisting tale of intriguing adventure
* Tons of handpainted environments

* An all original jazzy reggae soundtrack
* A fully voiced cast

* HD art and animations
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Awesome costumes!
some of them even better than the original ones!. This game is such fun to play. Everything works flawlessly. Beautiful worlds,
the graphics are excellent. Great voice acting with a lot of humor.

It is not console-kiddies-in-mind easy. You have to pay attention to your AI bff and check the objectives for more info.
Not everything is explained, you have to rely on your gamer's instinct. Not all controls and puzzle mechanics are spelled out for
you. Figuring things out is fun and rewarding.

There are convenient autosaves but no excessive F5-ing past each enemy. If you die (you will) mid-mission you may have to
start over, as in the good old days (Hard Reset, Rise of the Triad). When you finish a mission it feels like an accomplishment.

Every time you are transported to a new environment, it looks different, there are new enemies, puzzles, more discoveries.

I had a great time with it, did not want it to end. I am so looking forward to the next game to meet Sparky, the sweetest little red-
eyed ghost.

I recommend this game with all my heart as I enjoyed it with all my heart.
. Do you like puzzle games with story and exploration? Here's a game for you.

So how're the puzzles? There are some reoccuring pattern matching-type ones in various forms, with the main puzzles having
quite a degree of variety to them, and there are plenty of them. This isn't "The Witness" though, the puzzles have meaning in the
environment and story, it's not just a fun house of meaningless puzzles to solve. There was only one puzzle that I got super-stuck
with, but there is an on-demand hint system to help you out.

How's the story? It certainly kept me interested enough, and I won't mention specifics as to not spoil it, but the game is certainly
driven very much by the story.

Exploration? The graphics/style are very nice to look at, though not gob-smackingly jaw-dropping like "The Vanishing of Ethan
Carter". You can poke around in various rooms and environments to find more stuff to read and look at, as well as turn on every
candle and light you can see, prettying up the environment even more. The weather and time-of-day changes throughout as well.

My only major gripe is the lack of FOV control, though the default is just-about acceptable. Bit irritating though, as I did ask
about it when they demoed it at EGX, and they said it would be added!

Overall, recommended for people who like these kinds of games.. still have bugs, otherwise was great.. I hate to say no but hear
me out.
Good things
If you want to have youre own zombie
bad
the commands if you dont do them in just a way it glitches out zombies get stuck in a walk way when theres more than on
passing. Plus after two years i had hoped this game would be better but as everyone else has said. like rats they abbonded ship
and now we have a wreck on the coast thats called steam.
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This is the Civilization V Wonders of the Ancient World Scenario Pack, which gives you three new Ancient era world wonders
and a new scenario. I'll talk about the wonders first:

* The Temple of Artemis is available with Archery, making it the earliest wonder in the game. It gives a flat 10%
growth boost for all of your cities, which for you newbies in the audience is really good, because food = population =
everything nice. (It also looks pretty neat.) However, constructing this wonder in particular means you may miss out on
some initial expansion opportunity that could have proven almost as advantageous. In other words, this building is
pretty much Civ's wider gameplay in a nutshell.

* The Statue of Zeus requires the Honor policy opener & Bronze Working, and gives a 15% combat boost to your
military units when they're attacking cities. Decent for fighters - although if you're considering building this, you
should also consider waiting for someone else to build it and then taking it from them yourself.

* The Mausoleum of Halicarnassus requires Masonry. This tall, handsome relic tweaks extra gold out of marble &
stone resources, and gives you a lump sum of gold every time you expend a Great Person. The former is useful for
anyone with those resources, the latter is useful for everybody, especially cultural players. (It also looks really neat.)

Caveat emptor - if someone beats you to any of these, you're going to really feel the pain from the wasted opportunity cost
given that it's still earlygame. And on difficulties above King, the AI gets enough starting bonuses to render all three of these
risky at best. Still, they're real handy if you can grab them.

The scenario is average. It tasks you with winning a score victory, with wonder-building as the primary means of gaining
score, and introduces two new ancient civilizations to the mix. Wonders here must be unlocked by fulfilling conditions
instead of researching technologies. There's a choice between a historical map of the Near East, which is mildly interesting
but somewhat unbalanced, and a randomized inland sea map, which is more balanced.

I will say the new civs are kind of fun to play as, and the wonder unlocking is neat. However, the fact that it uses the old 10
HP system\/policies\/tech tree, and the fact that there's not much interaction with other civs and city-states beyond cheesing
them to get ahead, hurts the scenario as a whole. At higher difficulties, it's mostly an exercise in wonder-rushing, something
that would be counter-intuitive in a normal game. Also, the Oracle is kind of broken in the sense that if you build it, no other
civ will consult it, and if an AI builds it you almost certainly won't be dragging a Great Person all the way across the map to
consult it yourself.

One thing to note is that the scenario only ends once every wonder has been constructed, and the tech tree goes all the way to
the end. Therefore if you somehow prevent anyone else from building the last wonders, you can eventually advance your tech
to anachronistic levels despite the increased research cost of every tech past the classical era. Sumerian death robots, anyone?

I'd ultimately recommend this DLC for people who somehow didn't get the complete pack, since the wonders alone make it a
good pick. While the scenario is worth trying at least once, it's not the main attraction here.. the game looks really solid to
play in the trailers. however upon purchase i havent been able to play at all since once i get past the opening monolog the
game then crashes on me and i have not been able to start. Funny game=beautiful. Ok i know i only have 120 min on this
game but i beat i would be upset but it was a dollar and it was super fun from the strategy and the upgrading and diffrent
way to win and the simplistic polygon art style it was a very fun game 10\/10 would end my life again, theres no reason not to
buy this game. Liked that runner
did loved some of the traps
still some work to do but yes if you are in those types of games then fell free to support them. Fun little game definitely worth
the cheap price. Some levels can be a little tricky others can be very very similar to one another. I think its a good little game.

7\/10

Buy it.. Reccomended, with caution.

This is a trippy game, with some facinating promise, but it has some interesting effects with the lightshow.
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You gotta play it to really know what I mean, but otherwise - its a game I might be inclined to wander into again when I wish
to really get lost someplace.. I LOVE THE GAME SOOO MUCH!!!!!!!!!!!!! BUT WHY ARE THE MARINES
OVERPOWERD!!!!!!!!!! I would have BEAT AN INSAN CRANOID AI WITHOUT EVEN TRYING TO MUCH!!!!(also
if you want could you please make a mode where you can wach AI play)Keep up the amazing game!!. The idea of the game
is good, but the controls have something wrong, you can really shoot at the height you really want, you cant roll/jump to go
farther. If you don't bother if this things that is basic at others game, give a try. I already quit.

. This is like the Dynasty Warriors of Plants vs. Zombies. You grind and grind and level up and then mow down hordes of
enemies. That is all this game has to offer; but sometimes that's all I'm in the mood for, so I give it a weak thumbs up.

Positives:
+ It's simple and plays fast.
+ If you like grinding and leveling up, you can do plenty of that in this game.
+ Enjoyable game play, particularly if you like Plants vs. Zombies-esque games.

Negatives:
- I really didn't enjoy the story. I'm not an otaku, but I know enough about anime to know that this took all the common
tropes of anime, and just threw them together. This game brought absolutely nothing new to the table storywise.
- The humor (and just the writing in general) really grated on my nerves. It felt like everything fell flat.
- Grindy. If you like grinding, great. But if you don't, you won't enjoy this game much.

JD3 Wins Best Graphics at the 2017 Aggie Awards!:
Hey guys,

Chapter Three of The Journey Down won "Best Graphics" at the 2017 Aggie Awards! We're so proud we can barely
keep it in! Also the soundtrack won reader's choice for Best Music. :D

In other news, the German localization of JD3 is finally online, together with some long awaited bug fixes! So bitte get
your Deutsche groove on and give it a go. :)

This version has been in beta for quite a while, but should you run into any new nasty issues despite this, please let us
know. Oh and when doing so, please share your OS and general system specs.

Thanks!

t. SkyGoblin has a dev page!:
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Dear Pointers & Clickers!

We have finally put up a Steam dev page for our little studio. It's not much to look at, but we are very proud of it
nonetheless.

What it's mainly good for is that you can click Follow so that you'll be notified when we release a new game or if we
have some fun/stupid news to share with you.

At the time of writing we have 1 Followers :)

Anyways, here it is in all its glory: Steam Developer: SkyGoblin

Happy gaming everyone and THANKS for all the support!

- The SkyGoblins
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